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1 Star Schema Benchmark

The Star Schema Benchmark is a collection of queries on a database schema for quantitative
comparison of database management systems in OLAP workloads. In this assignment you
shall have a lookat theStar SchemaBenchmark [2] as itwill be used throughout this exercise.

1. What are the benefits of a star schema? Which applications make use of it?

2. Describe schema and queries of the Star SchemaBenchmark. What pattern do you rec-
ognize in the queries?

2 Star Joins

1. What is a Star Join?

2. What techniques do you know to calculate star joins efficiently? Discuss their advan-
tages and disadvantages and in which situations they should be used.

3. What is a Semi Join? How can they be used to optimize Star Joins?

4. Apply all techniques to query 2.3 of the Star Schema Benchmark.

5. An advanced technique to efficiently calculate star joins is the so called „Invisible Join“,
proposed by Abadi et. al. [1]. Explain its functioning and apply it to the example query
from the previous assignment.

3 Pipeline Implementation

Pipelining is a way to reduce I/O operations by passing results directly to the next operator
instead of writing the whole result to disk. In this exercise you have to implement at least two
operators in the template 04_volcano.
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Implement the functionsopen(), next()andclose()according to thevolcano iteratormodel
for:

• a Selection

• aNested Loops Join

Download thefile 04_volcano.zip from the coursewebsite1 andextract it. If youextract it into
the folder of the previous project(s) youmay have tomerge the CMakeLists.txtfiles. You have
tocomplete thefilesinclude/volcano/selection.handinclude/volcano/nested_loops_join.h.

We have implemented two plans (in 04_volcano.cpp) for a simple query for testing purposes.

• What do you see if you execute them?

• Which plan is faster? Explain why.

Build instructions:

1. You may have to modify the path to the workloads (e.g. to workloads/lineitems.tbl)

2. Extract the archive and navigate into the extracted folder.

3. Run cmake to create a makefile for your system: cmake .

4. Run make to create an executable binary file: make

5. Execute the created binary file (e.g. ./04_volcano on linux)
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